Understanding equilibrium of a Brownian particle with coordinate dependent diffusion and damping is a contentious area. Brownian motion with coordinate dependent damping and diffusivity is ubiquitous. In this paper, we present an alternative perspective on this problem based on the formal methods of Kramers-Moyal expansion. The results provide generalization of the Fick's law and a modification of the Stokes-Einstein relation along with generalized probability distributions. When put together, these generalized relations and modification of the Stokes-Einstein relation can present a consistent picture of the equilibrium avoiding emergence of local temperature gradient.
Understanding equilibrium of a Brownian particle with coordinate dependent diffusion and damping is a contentious area. Brownian motion with coordinate dependent damping and diffusivity is ubiquitous. In this paper, we present an alternative perspective on this problem based on the formal methods of Kramers-Moyal expansion. The results provide generalization of the Fick's law and a modification of the Stokes-Einstein relation along with generalized probability distributions. When put together, these generalized relations and modification of the Stokes-Einstein relation can present a consistent picture of the equilibrium avoiding emergence of local temperature gradient. Coordinate dependence of diffusivity and damping [1] of Brownian particle (BP) is observed in many experiments [2] [3] [4] where the BP moves near a wall or a boundary. Position dependent diffusion is supposed to be playing major role in protein folding [5] [6] [7] . The same is also invoked in hydrodynamic (large wave length) models of some optical systems [8, 9] and open quantum systems [10] . A covariant formulation of state dependent diffusion and related issues with equilibration in such systems has been reported by Polettini [11] . The difficulty of experimentally determining position dependent diffusivity in protein folding is reported in a recent paper by Foster et al., [12] .
An over-damped BP under confinement equilibrates with heat-bath at large times. The Boltzmann distribution (BD) characterizes position distribution of the BP in equilibrium when the damping and the diffusivity are constant (homogeneous space). This is a well known and tested result. What happens when the diffusivity and the damping are functions of space (i.e., coordinate dependent) is a question people have pondered over a long time and there exists controversy [13, 14] . The main theme of the approach to this problem has so far been to demand the BD as an irrevocable condition for equilibrium [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This necessitates replacing constant diffusivity D and constant damping Γ with coordinate dependent D(x) and Γ(x) (for example, in 1D) to generalize the BD of such systems to P(x) = Ne
where N is a normalization constant, V(x) is the potential that confines the particle, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the system. This indicates a local generalization of the Stokes-Einstein relation DΓ = kT to D(x)Γ(x) = kT.
One of the central issues, here, has been whether or not to take D(x)Γ(x) = kT as the local generalization of the Stokes-Einstein relation. This obviously gives rise to other issues, like: (a) In the derivation of the probability distribution using Smoluchowski equation one needs to keep the Fick's law in its constant diffusivity form giving the diffusion current density
As a result of this, the equilibrium distribution does not include the coordinate dependent diffusivity D(x) and, thus, does not reflect the inhomogeneity of space which cannot be accommodated in a potential. On the contrary, apparently, by not identifying D(x)Γ(x) = kT one runs the risk of introducing local temperature into the system which is completely unacceptable in equilibrium. We show in this paper that, all the above mentioned issues get naturally resolved if one goes by an analysis based on the Kramers-Moyal expansion and the resolution happens in an unexpected way. It can be easily inferred that in the presence of the proportional relationship D(x) = CΓ(x) between the local diffusivity and damping the product D(x)Γ(x) cannot be locally equal to any quantity of an independent physical origin because that will make diffusivity locally inversely proportional to damping in direct conflict with D(x) = CΓ(x). This subtle constraint will set the impossibility of having local temperatures in the form of (D(x)Γ(x))/k in equilibrium of such systems in the presence of the modified Stokes-Einstein relation which results from the analysis. This is important, in view of the fact that Brownian motion does not take care of the thermal currents which will appear in the presence of a temperature gradient. Therefore, if there is any possi-bility of having local temperatures in the system then obviously the system is not in equilibrium.
Note that, the Kramers-Moyal expansion is a formal procedure perfectly suited for a coordinate dependent diffusivity. The equilibrium distribution that results from the Smoluchowski equation as obtained from the Kramers-Moyal expansion is a generalized Boltzmann distribution with the diffusivity D(x) dependent amplitude [21] . This is an expected equilibrium distribution as compared to the conventional form of BD because the latter does not manifest the broken spatial homogeneity. Thus, beyond the so far used methods of essentially extending the Brownian motion theory of a homogeneous space to inhomogeneous conditions, if one follows already existing method (Kramers-Moyal expansion) for inhomogeneous space, one gets a set of consistent results and the clue as to why the notions belonging to the homogeneous space theory cannot be extended to inhomogeneous situations. The purpose of the present paper is to highlight these contrasting but consistent results to indicate the possibility or necessity of a re-look into this problem from very different perspective using already existing general procedure.
Let us consider a 1D model of Brownian motion (for the sake of simplicity) aṡ
where x is the position of the BP and v is its velocity. We have kept the mass m of the BP explicitly present for the ease of taking the over-damped limit, mζ(x) = Γ(x) is the damping coefficient and F(x) is an external force resulting from some potential F(x) = − dV(x) dx . The Gaussian white noise of unit strength is represented by η(t).
At the over-damped limit of this dynamics we get the very standard form of the equatioṅ
In what follows, we will never impose any a priori relationship between the D(x) and Γ(x). The relations will follow from the over-damped limit of the generalized M-B distribution and the equipartition of kinetic energy. Let us first have a look at the Smoluchowski equation for the over-damped dynamics (eqn.(2)) using Kramers-Moyal expansion [21] . The Kramers-Moyal expansion gives the dynamics of probability density P(x, t) as
where the expansion coefficients are
with ξ(t) = x and the angular brackets indicate average over noise [22] . Consistent with Pawula's theorem, there will be two terms on the r.h.s., of the Smoluchowski equation for the BP whose dynamics is given by the Langevin equation (eqn.(2)) as
At this stage, a note on the so-called spurious current is in order. Considering the Langevin dynamics in the absence of the diffusion term one gets to see the drift current density to be j drif t = F(x) Γ(x) P(x). However, due to non-validity of mean value theorem on stochastic integrals with multiplicative noise, a convention is needed to evaluate the drift coefficient D (1) (x, t) and here comes the Itô vs Stratonovich dilemma [23, 24] . Where Itô convention correctly gives the drift current in its form, the Stratonovich convention produces spurious drift current on top of it which has to be neglected in a straight forward way if one prefers Stratonovich convention to Itô. Moreover, the diffusion current part does not involve any spurious contribution in any convention and, therefore, cannot be altered. This is exactly where, in the existing literature, manipulations are made. To cancel the spurious current one adds an extra current part on the r.h.s., of the Langevin dynamics that cancels not only the spurious drift current but also the part of the diffusion current appearing in the form P(x) dD(x) dx . This is done to bring back the diffusion current density in the conventional form of the Fick's law that results in the BD as a solution of the resulting Smoluchowski equation. But, this cannot be done because diffusion current does not have any spurious contribution what so ever to be removed [21] .
The equilibrium distribution that results from this Smoluchowski dynamics eqn. (5) is
This is the modified Boltzmann distribution for coordinate dependent diffusivity and damping where N =
is a normalization constant. Note that, the temperature of the bath does not show up in this expression since we have not yet considered any relation between the diffusivity and damping as the one results from the Stokes-Einstein relation. Obviously, we do not want to use the Stokes-Einstein relation in its constant damping and diffusivity form. The way to bring in the temperature is to employ the equipartition of kinetic energy of the BP and for that we will be needing to find out the modified M-B distribution for the model involving inertial term given by eqs. (1) .
Considering the change of variable u = v χ(x) where χ(x) = ζ(x) 2D(x), eqs.(1) take the forṁ
In eqn. (7), the χ ′ (x) = ∂χ(x) ∂x and the eqn. (7) being in additive noise form its Fokker-Planck dynamics can be derived in a straight forward manner. The Fokker-Planck dynamics for eqn. (7) is
To obtain the stationary equilibrium distribution one sets
Setting the current density within the square bracket on the r.h.s., of the above equation to zero one gets the Maxwellian distribution of the velocity and the stationary probability density now assumes the shape
In the above mentioned expression for probability density the local normalization factor M(x) = 1
π for the velocity (v) distribution is explicitly considered. With these, eqn. 
Removing the common factor of u from all the terms and then integrating out v while keeping in mind that the average v 2
Note that the terms remains on the l.h.s., of the above equation are exactly the ones giving the probability current density in the Smoluchowski dynamics. Eqn. (12) now results in a distribution
Including all the terms, therefore, the generalized M-B distribution is
where N =
is an overall normalization constant.
So far, the temperature has not been introduced in the expressions we have got and that now can easily be obtained from the equipartition of kinetic energy. Using the general M-B distribution the equipartition results in
where the angular brackets indicate a space average over the bounded region in which the BP has equilibrated with the bath. Obviously, when the diffusivity and the damping are constant, we recover the Stokes-Einstein relation D = kT Γ from the equipartition and this relation does not hold in general for a coordinate dependent damping and diffusion.
The relation between the coordinate dependent damping and diffusion can be arrived at by taking the overdamped limit m → 0 and ζ(x) → ∞ keeping Γ(x) finite on the generalized M-B distribution (eqn. (14) ) and comparing that with the generalized BD as already obtained in eqn. (6) . This limit sets the factor e − mv 2 2Γ(x)D(x) to unity and the resulting limit of the normalization factor Taking the relation (a) into account and truncating the Taylor expansion about D(x) = D and Γ(x) = Γ at the second term we get
where the expansion is truncated at the second term due to smallness of derivatives in the weakly inhomogeneous space. This gives
Going by the relation (b) and the same procedure
So, the mismatch of the sign cannot be cured unless T → 0 or equivalently Γ → ∞ which is essentially a non-stochastic limit. Therefore, the relations (a) and (b) cannot be limiting cases of each other at even small inhomogeneity. This indicates the Stokes-Einstein relation cannot be generalized keeping its form intact to situations where the diffusivity and damping are coordinate dependent.
Let us have a closer look at the relations obtained from equipartition and correspondence between distributions. The former gives Γ(x)D(x) = kT the latter reads as D(x) = CΓ(x). While the equipartition relation clearly indicates that the temperature is only defined globally, the relation D(x) = CΓ(x) being at conflict with the local generalization of the Stokes-Einstein relation stands for the relation between the local fluctuation and dissipation. The energy scale W(x) = D(x)Γ(x) may be interpreted in analogy as kT(x) over an inhomogeneous space, however, this analogy cannot bring in a local temperature kT(x) of a different physical origin (i.e. a property of the bath) than what the product D(x)Γ(x) itself is. This is so because, existence of any other physics (for example thermal) giving rise to such a quantity will impose an inverse relation between the local diffusivity and damping in direct conflict with D(x) = CΓ(x). Therefore, it is clear that, although an analogy exists but it is of no physical consequence to actually create thermal gradients in equilibrium to give rise to thermal currents which are obviously not taken care of by the Brownian motion physics. Thus, the appearance of the relation D(x) = CΓ(x) preserves the basic tenet of existence of no temperature gradients in equilibrium. In other words, the failure of the local generalization of the Stokes-Einstein relation rids us of the problem of the local temperature.
A consistent picture has emerged from this analysis using Kramers-Moyal expansion considering coordinate dependent damping and diffusion. One may imagine, the conventional forms of the Maxwell-Boltzmann and the Boltzmann distributions are forced on such systems to do away with the problem of emergence of local temperature gradients. However, the picture emerging from the Kramers-Moyal expansion shows that this is not needed. The almost automatic modification of the Stokes-Einstein relation takes care of this problem. These modified features could be checked within present experimental access. It is another matter, that experiments so far have not particularly looked for such an inversion of the Stokes-Einetein relation. If experimentally verified, this can have far reaching consequence on our present understanding of equilibrium of such systems in view of the fact that existing literature overwhelmingly goes by generalization of Stokes-Einstein relation keeping its structure intact.
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